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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On January 31, 2013, the above-captioned claims were heard in Little Rock,

Arkansas, Arkansas.  A prehearing conference took place on December 3, 2012.  A

prehearing order entered on that date pursuant to the conference was admitted without

objection as Commission Exhibit 1.  At the hearing, the parties confirmed that the

stipulations, issues, and respective contentions, as amended, were properly set forth in the

order.

Stipulations

At the hearing, the parties discussed the stipulations set forth in Commission Exhibit

1.  Two stipulations were added at the hearing, resulting in the following eight, which I

accept:
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1At one point during the discussion of this stipulation, the record reflects that
Claimant’s counsel stated that temporary total disability benefits were actually paid until
December 4, 2012.  If the transcript is accurate on this point, neither counsel nor myself
caught this apparent misstatement.  It is clear that the payment of such benefits ceased
as of February 4, 2012, in light of the fact that Respondents began paying Claimant’s
seven percent (7%) impairment rating on February 5, 2012.

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over this

claim.

2. The employee/employer relationship existed on or about August 17, 2010,

when Claimant suffered a compensable injury to his back.

3. Respondents accepted the claim and paid benefits pursuant thereto,

including a back surgery.

4. Claimant requested and was granted a change of physician to Dr. William

Ackerman.

5. Claimant’s average weekly wage of entitles him to compensation rates of

$377.00/$283.00.

6. Claimant was assigned an impairment rating of seven percent (7%) to the

body as a whole by Dr. Kenneth Rosenzweig on December 2, 2011.

Respondents accepted and paid this rating.

7. At the present time, Claimant has a child support arrearage.

8. Respondents paid Claimant temporary total disability benefits from August

18, 2010 to February 4, 2012,1 and permanent partial disability benefits from

February 5, 2012 to September 12, 2012.
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Issues

At the hearing, the parties discussed the issues set forth in Commission Exhibit 1.

The following were litigated:

1. Whether Claimant is entitled to additional medical treatment.

2. Whether and when Claimant reached the end of his healing period.

3. Whether Claimant is entitled to additional temporary total disability benefits.

4. In the alternative, whether Claimant is entitled to wage loss disability

benefits.

5. Whether Claimant is entitled to a controverted attorney’s fee.

Contentions

The respective contentions of the parties read:

Claimant:

1. Claimant contends that he sustained a compensable back injury caused by

a specific incident on or about August 17, 2010.

2. Claimant contends he is entitled to reasonable and necessary medical

treatment under AWCC R. 30, including recommendations from Dr.

Rosenzweig that include nerve blocks and radiofrequency treatment.

3. Claimant contends he is entitled to ongoing temporary total disability benefits

to a date to be determined.

4. Claimant contends that Dr. Rosenzweig declared he was not at maximum

medical improvement.
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5. Alternatively, claimant contends that if the Commission finds him at

maximum medical improvement, then he is entitled to a fifty percent (50%)

wage loss in excess of his seven percent (7%) anatomical rating.

6. Claimant contends the above benefits have been denied and claimant’s

attorney is entitled to a fee under Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715.

Respondents:

1. Respondents contend that the claimant has been provided all appropriate

benefits to which he is entitled.  Specifically, Respondents have paid for the

claimant’s medical expenses along with temporary total and permanent

partial disability benefits.

2. Respondents assert that the claimant is not entitled to wage loss disability

benefits, nor is he permanently and totally disabled due to the work-related

injury of August 17, 2010.

3. Respondents have also provided the claimant with additional medical

treatment after Dr. William Ackerman terminated claimant as a patient for

testing positive on a drug screen.

4. Respondents reserve the right to assert additional contentions as may

become known through discovery.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

After reviewing the record as a whole, including medical reports, deposition

testimony, documents, and other matters properly before the Commission, and having had

an opportunity to hear the testimony of Claimant and to observe his demeanor, I hereby
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make the following findings of fact and conclusions of law in accordance with Ark. Code

Ann. § 11-9-704 (Repl. 2002):

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over this

claim.

2. The stipulations set forth above are reasonable and are hereby accepted.

3. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that he is entitled

to additional medical treatment in the forms of (a) medial branch nerve

blocks and (b) evaluation whether he should receive radiofrequency

rhizotomy.

4. The issue concerning whether and when Claimant reached the end of his

healing period will not be addressed at this time, pending the outcome of

Claimant’s evaluation concerning whether he needs radiofrequency

rhizotomy.  Instead, the issue will be considered reserved.

5. In light of the reservation of the issue concerning whether and when

Claimant reached the end of his healing period, the issues concerning his

entitlement to additional temporary total disability benefits or, in the

alternative, wage loss disability benefits will not be addressed at this time. 

Instead, these issues will be considered reserved.

6. In light of the reservation of the issues concerning Claimant’s entitlement to

additional indemnity benefits, the issue of whether he is entitled to a

controverted attorney’s fee will not be addressed at this time.  Instead, the

issue will be considered reserved.
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CASE IN CHIEF

Summary of Evidence

Claimant was the sole witness.

Along with the prehearing order discussed above, the sole exhibit admitted into

evidence in this case was Joint Exhibit 1, a compilation of Claimant’s medical records,

consisting of three index pages and 100 numbered pages thereafter.

Testimony

Patrick Ramer.  Claimant testified that he is 56 years old and a high school

graduate.  He can read and write, perform math, and uses a personal computer.

In recounting his work history, Claimant stated that for seven to eight years, he

worked in the Texas oilfields.  He was on a “frac crew”–which he described as “[v]ery

physical labor . . . [i]t’s on the service end of it, driving a truck, hooking up equipment, and

basically pumping stuff down an oil well.”  After returning to Arkansas in 1987, he went to

work in commercial construction for six and one-half years.  While he ultimately became

a supervisor, he nonetheless termed his tenure there as involving, inter alia, “a lot of heavy

lifting.”  Thereafter, he went to work for Pilgrim’s Pride for three to four years as a trailer

spotter.  Claimant described his tasks as “[g]etting in and out of trucks, unhooking trailers,

hooking trailers up, backing them into a loading dock, washing trailers out, a little bit of

forklift.”  He became employed at Respondent Arkansas Electric Coop (“AEC”) in 2006. 

His first job there was “chipper hand.”  This required that he pick up limbs–some of which

were six to eight inches in diameter–and drag them to a wood chipper.  He operated a

chainsaw that weighed roughly 80 pounds, along with another one that weighed about 45

pounds.  Later, he worked from a bucket truck, trimming limbs 70 to 80 feet in the air that
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were around power lines.  He used a chain saw or pole saw for this task.  Following this

job, he began driving a bush hog for AEC.

When asked to related what happened on August 17, 2010, Claimant responded:

The morning of August of 2010, I was on the chipper hand that day because
my truck was broke down, my bucket truck, so we all pitched together to
work out of the yard, because this lady did not want us in her yard.  So what
we did, we had a new guy up in the bucket truck that we were training.  And
he would cut a while, and then we would swoop in there and pick up the
limbs and get them to the chipper truck, so we had less limbs on the ground
as possible.  Well, the guy up in the bucket truck did not see me down there
picking up.  I was the last one in to pick up limbs.  And he cut a limb while I
was bent over, and it hit me square straight in the spine, sir, and it drove me
to the ground.  And they had to pick me up and carry me to the truck to get
me to the hospital.

He underwent an MRI, and ended up under the care of Dr. James Adametz.  In October

2010, Dr. Adametz operated on him.

According to Claimant, the surgery did not improve his back condition.  He had more

pain after the procedure than that he was having prior to it.  The pain originated in his lower

back, and would “shoot” down both of his legs.  Claimant termed the pain “unreal.”

Claimant obtained a change of physician to Dr. William Ackerman.  He prescribed

pain medications, including Percocet.  According to Claimant, this alleviated his pain.

However, in August 2011 Ackerman ceased seeing him because he tested positive for

marijuana use.  Claimant admitted that he had used marijuana, but did so to alleviate his

insomnia–which he attributed to the Percocet.  He also admitted that he tested positive for

marijuana on a previous occasion, in 2004 while he worked for Pilgrim’s Pride.  But he

denied that this led to his being terminated from that job.

Thereafter, Claimant was sent to Dr. Kenneth Rosenzweig.  When asked to

describe his current condition, Claimant related:
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My back still hurts now, sir . . . I wake up having problems.  I get up in the
morning and I have to stretch the best I can to try to get up out of bed.  I’m
not taking anything for pain because I don’t have a doctor.  It hurts to walk.
It hurts sometimes to sit.  I have to put all the pressure on my right side to
keep my left side from hurting, because that’s where basically it hurts now
is on my left side.  I’ve got pain.  I mean, I’m relying more right now on my
right than I am on my left just sitting here . . . I don’t walk very far all before
I have to sit down and take a break . . . To bend, I have to squat over.  I have
to take this foot out and then squat down before I can even lift anything.

He denied suffering any back injury after being struck by the limb at work.  Claimant stated

that his back pain has been constant since August 2010.  While his back pain shoots down

his left leg more than the right, it is nonetheless bilateral.  When asked about a reference

in his records with Dr. Harry Starnes that he had gotten Lortab off the street, he admitted

that this was true:  “Well, that’s another goof-up.  I’m in such pain that I went, as a last

resort, to by medication off the street, sir.”  He has not asked Starnes, his personal

physician, for any medication for his back.

For about one month after his August 2010 injury, Claimant worked at AEC.  But he

ultimately told this employer that he could not perform his job anymore because his legs

“were falling asleep” as he walked.  It was around this time when he first started treating

with Dr. Adametz.  Claimant’s testimony was that he has not worked anywhere since then.

AEC never offered him light duty because none was available; but his supervisor there

assured him that he would have a position for him if he returned “at 100 percent.”

According to Claimant, he has not been released to full duty by any physician.  He was not

aware that his functional capacity evaluation (“FCE”) showed that he could perform work

in the Medium category.

When asked what is keeping him from working, he responded:  “My back is killing

me, sir.  I can’t bend over to lift anything.  I can’t lift a chainsaw.  I can’t even drive a truck.”
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2There was not enough of a factual record developed on this that would allow me
to address whether Respondents would be entitled to an offset under Ark. Code Ann. 
§ 11-9-411 (Repl. 2002).  In any case, because of the reservation of the issues re-
garding his entitlement to additional indemnity benefits, such an issue would have to be
reserved as well.

But he agreed that he could go back to work on light duty.  He was approved for Social

Security disability benefits about one year before the hearing.   Claimant testified at his

deposition that the reason that he applied was “[t]hat I was 55 years old, and that I had

paid my wages in, and that I had a good chance of collecting disability.”  He was also

receiving long-term disability benefits at one point, but this is no longer the case.2  Claimant

testified that a friend offered him a job to perform office work, but ultimately hired someone

who was more qualified.  But Claimant agreed that he could have performed that job.  He

has not applied for unemployment benefits.  He has looked for work, but only by checking

newspaper ads.  He has not applied for any job.  Asked why, he responded:  “[Y]ou can’t

get a job if you can’t get to it either.  It hurts to walk to get to where you can find a job.”

Asked to elaborate, he stated that while he still drives, it hurts to do so.

Claimant has held a CDL in the past.  But he did not renew it in November 2012

because he felt that his back condition would render him unable to pass the DOT physical.

Asked about household chores, Claimant stated:  “I can sweep.  I can stand to do

dishes for a while, and then I have to sit down.”  He keeps his house “spic and span.”

Claimant is able to pay his bills and to go shopping.  He is still able to drive his pickup

truck, but only “[a] little bit.”  In addition, Claimant still helps the Lions Club with fund-

raisers.  He fishes.
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When asked about other medical conditions, Claimant admitted that he has arthritis

in his fingers and back.  He was taking prescription Ibuprofen prior to his August 2010

accident.  He did not recall being prescribed Hydrocodone in March 2010 following a fall

that injured his left ankle.

Medical Exhibits

The medical records of Claimant contained in Joint Exhibit 1 reflect the following:

Pre-Accident.  On June 5, 2003, Claimant presented to Dr. Starnes with, among

other things, “bad arthritis in his left elbow.”  As of April 20, 2005, he was noted to have

degenerative changes of the thoracic spine.  His record of January 8, 2010 reflects that his

arthritis is controlled with prescription Ibuprofen.  However, in a contemporaneous record,

his wife disputed this.

Post-Accident.  On August 17, 2010, Claimant presented with leg numbness after

being struck by a tree in the lower back.  He underwent an CT scan of his lumbar spine on

that date, which was read by Dr. Dan Chisholm to show:

No acute fracture is seen.  There is grade 1 spondylolisthesis with forward
luxation of L5 in regards to S1 with bilateral spondylosis at L5.  There is
degenerative disc disease at L5-S1 with vacuum gas phenomena along the
left side associated with osteophyte formation.  Osteoarthritic change
involving the lumbar spine from about L2 down through S1 with some
fragmentation of the facets though to be on an old basis.  There is moderate
osteoarthritis involving the sacroiliac joints with sclerosis and osteophyte
formation.  Incidentally noted, mold atherosclerosis of the aorta.

Claimant went to Dr. Adametz on September 17, 2010 and related that while he had

continued working since being struck by the limb, he was having trouble in his lower back.

The doctor read the CT scan to show spondylosis and spondylolisthesis at L5-S1.

Adametz wrote:
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I talked to the patient about this at some length.  He has some kind of
abnormality down around L5-S1.  I cannot really rule out a disc herniation,
so I think we ought to obtain an MRI scan of the lumbar spine.

In the meantime I am going to put him on a Medrol Dosepak, Flexeril and
some Darvocet.  I am going to let him continue working since he seems to
be getting by with that.

Claimant on October 1, 2010, underwent an MRI of the lumbar spine that showed a broad-

based disc bulge, with mild facet degenerative changes and ligamentum flavum

hypertrophy causing mild central stenosis, at L2-3; a large broad-based disc bulge with

severe facet and ligamentum flavum hypertrophy causing a severe central canal stenosis,

at L3-4; a shall disc bulge with mild facet degenerative change without significant mass

effect, at L4-5; and a broad-based disc bulge causing mild biforaminal narrowing without

significant central stenosis, at L5-S1.  Dr. Jason Beck, who read the MRI, had the following

impressions:

1. Superficial subcutaneous edema or hemorrhage at the level of the
lower lumbar spine.

2. Severe central canal stenosis at L3-4 due to chronic multifactorial
degenerative changes.

3. Mild central canal stenosis at L2-3 with multifactorial degenerative
changes.

4. Mild biforaminal narrowing at the L5-S1 level due to a shallow disc
bulge.

On October 1, 2010, Dr. Adametz wrote:

STUDIES REVIEWED:  We did an MRI scan on him and he does have some
abnormalities in his back.  He has a very mild spondylolisthesis down at L5-
S1 with a suspected bulging disc, but I do not actually see any nerve root
compression there.  His worst pain is actually in his left hip and leg.  I think
that where that is coming from is the lumbar spine.  At L3-4 he has a small
disc herniation on top of some spinal stenosis and large facet joints that is
causing quite a bit of nerve root compression.  He actually has the stenosis
on both sides, but the disc is what is taking up the last bit of space on the left
side and I think that is what made him become symptomatic.
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DECISION MAKING:  I talked to him about options.  He is still pretty
symptomatic from this.  We could try an epidural steroid injection, but I am
not too optimistic that it would help because it is pretty tight in there, so he
probably needs a decompression and discectomy across L3 and L4 on the
left.  Then if he is still had a lot of chronic low back pain or something from
that spondylolisthesis then we might come back and do an epidural at that
point.  He is to the point that he would like to go ahead with this.

Dr. Adametz operated on October 6, 2010, performing a lumbar laminectomy of L3

and laminectomy of L4 with extensive decompression and discectomy on the left.  His pre

and post-operative diagnoses were “Lumbar canal stenosis and disc herniation of L3-4 on

the left.”  Claimant returned to Adametz on November 5, 2010 and stated that he was still

having some pain, along with a few muscle spasms in his legs and back.  He related that

too much walking or other physical activity causes him to become sore.  Claimant told the

doctor that he was walking a mile “every other day or so.”  Because of the physical nature

of his job at AEC, Claimant did not feel that he was ready to go back to work yet.  Dr.

Adametz agreed and prescribed more Flexeril and a Medrol dosepak.

When Claimant saw Dr. Starnes on November 11, 2010, he complained of insomnia

that he stated began after he started taking Trazadone.  However, he related on October

29, 2010 that he was having trouble sleeping and was anxious became of ongoing divorce

proceedings.

During his November 23, 2010 with Adametz, Claimant represented that he was still

having some pain.  The doctor wrote:

He is not doing as good as I though[t] he would be by now.  We have settled
down the muscle spasm in his leg with Flexeril, but he says he still hurts and
didn’t do as well as I though he would . . . I did an x-ray today and he does
have a mild spondylolisthesis at L5-S1.  We didn’t try to do anything with it,
which I didn’t think was his main problem, but it could be a slight contributing
factor.  Otherwise he could always have a little recurrent disc . . . It has not
been very long since surgery and I think the best step right now would be to
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do an epidural injection just to see if I can get him cooled down some.  If he
kept having trouble after that I would probably end up repeating an MRI.

The epidural steroid injection took place on November 30, 2010.  Claimant went back to

Dr. Adametz on December 10, 2010 and stated that the injection worked well for a few

days but the pain returned as soon as he began walking or engaging in other physical

activity.  He described the pain as being in his back and down his left leg.  The doctor

wrote that he was “a little concerned that he might have a recurrent disc herniation” and

recommended another lumbar MRI.

The MRI, which took place on December 17, 2010, was ready by Dr. Shane

Whitlock to show:

1. Interval discectomy and laminectomy on the left at L3-4 with
decompression of the central canal.

2. Mild canal stenosis at L2-3.
3. Mild grade 1 spondylolisthesis at L5-S1 with possible spondylosis at

L5.  These findings result in narrowing of the foramina bilaterally.

Adametz saw Claimant again that day and wrote:

We did a new MRI scan on him.  It shows that there is a little bulge of the
disc at the L3-4 level where we operated on the left side, but it does not look
very bad and I would not really call this a recurrent disc herniation.  He does
have a mild spondylolisthesis at L5-S1 and on the left side it is hard to follow
the L5 nerve root all the way out.  On the saggitals it looks like it might be just
a little tight on the nerve out there in the far lateral position, but I would be
slow to recommend further surgery on this just because it has not been clear
cut and does not look too bad.

The doctor concluded:

I think that we ought to try another epidural steroid injection. I will try going
in below his previous surgery and I will probably go in at about L4-5 or L5-S1.
It did seem to help him briefly the last time we did one.

However, Claimant reported to Dr. Starnes on January 20, 2011 that the second injection

was never scheduled.  Claimant also stated that he “tried a ‘friend[‘]s Ultram.”  The doctor
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stated that Claimant “is strongly discouraged from using medications that have not been

prescribed to him personally.”

On March 2, 2011, Claimant saw Dr. Ackerman and told him, in contrast to what

Adametz’s notes reflect, that the epidural steroid injection “provided him with no relief and

actually made his pain worse.”  Ackerman examined him, reviewed his medical history, and

wrote:

It is my medical opinion that the patient warrants further imaging studies with
respect to his back injury.  Postoperatively he had intralaminar epidural
steroid injections.  Intralaminar lumbar epidural steroid injections are usually
ineffective and not recommended in patients who have had back surgery.
There is no way to know if he had a true epidural steroid injection as the
standard of care is to do transforaminal epidural steroid injection therapy.  He
has not had a bone scan to identify if he has had vertebral body trauma that
is not readily seen on an MRI.  He has never had physical therapy since his
injury.  In spite of his severe pain, he has not been prescribed opioids.  He
has not had a second opinion from an orthopedic spine surgeon.

His plans included:

1. Percocet for nociceptive pain.
2. Celebrex for inflammatory pain.
3. Celexa for pain-induced depression.
4. SPECT scan of his lumbar spine.
5. Trial of a TENS unit/muscle stimulating unit.
6. He will return for follow up in four weeks for a reassessment of his

severe chronic pain.  I would recommend, however, that he return to
light duty with significant restrictions.

The SPECT scan on March 9, 2011 showed a subtle increased uptake of the

radionuclide in the lumbar spine.  For that reason, another MRI was recommended.  When

Claimant returned to Ackerman on April 1, 2011, he represented that he sleeps eight to

nine hours a night.  The doctor wrote that “[t]he patient did have a SPECT scan, and he

has uptake in his facet joints on the left side, which correlates with his pain.  He will need
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an injection into the joint as opposed to doing a median branch nerve block.”  Ackerman

added:

It is my medical opinion that the patient has sufficient pathology to warrant
continuation of pharmacologic management.  His prognosis is good that he
can have a significant decrease in his pain as he has a definitive diagnosis
of the etiology of his pain.  It is my medical opinion that his work-related
injury caused the facet joint pathology that has been defined by his bone
scan.

On April 12 and 26, 2011, Claimant underwent left-sided medial branch nerve blocks at L3-

4, L4-5 and L5-S1.

On April 29, 2011, Claimant reported to Dr. Ackerman that back pain was persisting.

He was continuing physical therapy, and noted not to have muscle spasms.  Ackerman

stated that Claimant had facet syndrome, was not yet at maximum medical improvement,

and needed continued pain management.  On May 27, 2011, Dr. Ackerman saw Claimant

and rendered a similar opinion, but he added:  “He did have an abnormal urine drug screen

at his last visit, and he will no longer be followed in this office.”

When Claimant returned to Dr. Starnes on July 27, 2011, he stated that Dr.

Ackerman had “fired him” due to his testing positive for marijuana use.  The record of

August 11, 2011 contains the following notation:  “stop self medication with friend’s

phenergan for insomnia.”  On September 8, 2011, Starnes instructed Claimant to take

Melatonin for his insomnia, and if that did not work, he would prescribe Ambien.

Claimant first saw Dr. Rosenzweig on September 13, 2011.  He told the doctor that

the injections that Dr. Ackerman administered did not help his pain, which he rated as 6/10

to 7/10.  In addition, he related that he did not believe that the surgery that Adametz
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performed benefitted him.  Rosenzweig reviewed his medical records/history and examined

him and wrote:

To recapitulate, this is a 54-year-old gentleman who was struck in his back
from a falling tree limb.  He has had persistent pain despite treatment and
underwent a laminectomy for spinal stenosis.  Epidural steroid injections and
facet joint injections were performed.

In review of the medical records it appears that the spinal pathology predates
his injury.  He sustained a contusion type injury from a falling tree limb but
did not sustain any acute fractures.  The spinal stenosis, spondylosis, and
disk disease was most likely subclinical and asymptomatic based on his
history.

I do not have the results of the bone scan for perusal to reconcile with the
clinical complaints.  He does have a significant amount of back pain
eccentric to the left with rigid and poor mobility.  It appears that the surgery
for the symptomatic spinal stenosis was appropriate.  It appears that the
ongoing pain is the result of a blow to his back and has manifested otherwise
previous subclinical pathology.

. . .

An FCE will determine what he can and cannot do safely with respect to
objective measurements.  Based on examination, his spine is extremely stiff
or restricted.  It appears that after one year his refractory to recovery to
surgery and/or nonsurgical techniques has not been satisfactory.

Future treatment might include repeat facet injections and a variety of
medications for pain, inflammation, and spasms with supervised physical
therapy for functional restoration.  This claimant may benefit from further
intervention but it is unclear that he requires further surgery at this time.

With respect to an impairment rating, this claimant most likely is at MMI
but it is unclear that a rating is appropriate although he underwent surgery
for what appeared to be symptomatic spinal stenosis manifested by his work
injury.  In the absence of an acute injury, it is unclear that he has a ratable
condition even though he has required treatment for the manifestation of
symptomatic spinal stenosis.

I would be happy to review the bone scan to reconcile his current pain
complaints.  Otherwise, he appears to be at MMI with the treatment to
date.  This status can be modified with additional information.
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(Emphasis added)

Claimant underwent an FCE on November 1, 2011.  He was found to have given

a reliable effort, with 52 of 57 consistency measures within expected limits, and

demonstrated the ability to work in the Medium category.

In response to an apparent inquiry by the nurse case manager, Ann Wilson, Dr.

Rosenzweig wrote the following on December 2, 2011:

I have had a chance to review the FCE performed after my examination of
Patrick Ramer.  As expected, the FCE was a reliable effort with consistent
effort throughout the evaluation.  He had pain consistent with his spinal
pathology.  He did not have any extraneous complaints outside his
diagnosis.  He was discovered to be able to work at a medium level as
defined by the U.S. Department of Labor Guidelines.

A bone scan revealed eccentric uptake at or about the L4 level that may
be a source of his ongoing pain complaints.  I would recommend based
on these findings an evaluation for use of radiofrequency to denervate
the innervation to this level to see if he can get by with nonsurgical
management for his ongoing pain efforts.

To clarify, Mr. Ramer was working his normal job bent over picking up tree
limbs.  A new hire cut a limb above him that fell out of the tree striking his
lower back.  He had an immediate onset of pain and was discovered to have
extensive pathology but asymptomatic spinal stenosis that was rendered
symptomatic as a result of this injury which required a surgical
decompression.  He continues to have back pain postoperatively.  He was
under the care of Dr. Ackerman but was discharged from his service when
he had an abnormal urine drug screen.

If this can be forgiven, I would expect Mr. Ramer to have a favorable
response due to what appears to be a proper motivation to undergo
medial branch blocks followed by radiofrequency rhizotomy if
indicated.

If he is a candidate for further treatment, then he may not be at MMI with
respect to response to further treatment.  I believe the FCE validates his
pain complaints.  He did seem to be remorseful regarding his deviation
resulting in an abnormal drug screening.
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The spinal pathology as rendered by the diagnostics was extensive and
preexisting.  The surgery for a decompression for his spinal stenosis was
medically necessary but this was a preexisting condition.  The ongoing pain
complaints to his lower back is [sic] most likely an aggravation of his
underlying preexisting condition by a blow from a tree limb.

If this is considered compensable by the third party with respect to this claim
and if he is declared at MMI with respect to his treatment to date, then one
might consider the following information for case closure.

Using Table 75 on Page 113, Section 2C which is unoperated stable
medically documented injury with pain and rigidity associated with moderate
to severe degenerative changes on structural tests (x-rays, MRI, bone scan),
then one might consider a 7% whole person impairment as a result of this
injury.

The questions as rendered:
1. Are you in agreement with the FCE?

a. Yes.
2. Interpretation of bone scan.

a. He has persistent uptake eccentric at L4 either due to trauma
or aggravation of underlying degenerative disease.

3. MMI status?
a. He is probably not at Maximum Medical Improvement if he

is a candidate for further treatment with respect to the use
of radiofrequency to try to denervate the painful joint.
That probably would not change his ongoing treatment.
I believe he might be a candidate if he can be forgiven for
his positive drug screen to undergo medial branch blocks
and radiofrequency denervation.  It is unknown if Dr.
Ackerman would receive him back for spinal intervention
without narcotic pain management.

4. Does the spinal pathology predate this injury?
a. I believe the spinal pathology predates this injury.  I believe the

injury has aggravated an underlying spinal condition that
resulted in a decompression of asymptomatic rendered
symptomatic spinal stenosis and has also resulted in advanced
spondylitic disease as a source of ongoing pain confirmed with
recent bone scan and reliable FCE.

b. Using the AMA guides as outlined, one might consider him to
be a candidate for 7% impairment based on Table 75, Page
113, Section 2C.
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The record of Claimant’s February 2, 2012 visit to Dr. Starnes reads in pertinent

part:

Pt reports he has been hurting a lot; he has been working with lawyer for
workman’s comp  to get in with pain MD; he use to see Dr. Ackerman but
was discharged due to +marijuana screen.  He states he has been buying
Lortab off the streets until he can get in.

ADJUDICATION

A. Whether Claimant is entitled to additional medical treatment.

Arkansas Code Annotated Section 11-9-508(a) (Repl. 2002) states that an employer

shall provide for an injured employee such medical treatment as may be necessary in

connection with the injury received by the employee.  Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Brown, 82

Ark. App. 600, 120 S.W.3d 153 (2003).  But employers are liable only for such treatment

and services as are deemed necessary for the treatment of the claimant’s injuries.

DeBoard v. Colson Co., 20 Ark. App. 166, 725 S.W.2d 857 (1987).  The claimant must

prove by a preponderance of the evidence that medical treatment is reasonable and

necessary for the treatment of a compensable injury.  Brown, supra; Geo Specialty Chem.

v. Clingan, 69 Ark. App. 369, 13 S.W.3d 218 (2000).  The standard “preponderance of the

evidence” means the evidence having greater weight or convincing force.  Barre v.

Hoffman, 2009 Ark. 373, 326 S.W.3d 415; Smith v. Magnet Cove Barium Corp., 212 Ark.

491, 206 S.W.2d 442 (1947).  What constitutes reasonable and necessary medical

treatment is a question of fact for the Commission.  White Consolidated Indus. v. Galloway,

74 Ark. App. 13, 45 S.W.3d 396 (2001); Wackenhut Corp. v. Jones, 73 Ark. App. 158, 40

S.W.3d 333 (2001).
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A claimant’s testimony is never considered uncontroverted.  Nix v. Wilson World

Hotel, 46 Ark. App. 303, 879 S.W.2d 457 (1994).  The determination of a witness’

credibility and how much weight to accord to that person’s testimony are solely up to the

Commission.  White v. Gregg Agricultural Ent., 72 Ark. App. 309, 37 S.W.3d 649 (2001).

The Commission must sort through conflicting evidence and determine the true facts.  Id.

In so doing, the Commission is not required to believe the testimony of the claimant or any

other witness, but may accept and translate into findings of fact only those portions of the

testimony that it deems worthy of belief.  Id.

The evidence before me shows that Claimant suffered a compensable back injury

on August 17, 2010, when his back was struck by a falling tree limb that had been cut by

a co-worker.  His treatment thus far has included surgical discectomy/laminectomy by Dr.

Adametz, an epidural steroid injection by Adametz, medial branch nerve blocks by Dr.

Ackerman, and medications prescribed by Adametz, Ackerman et al.

I credit Claimant’s testimony that he has suffered radiating back pain since the work-

related incident.  In doing so, I note that his testimony is corroborated by, among other

sources, his SPECT scan results, his FCE findings, and the opinions of Drs. Ackerman and

Rosenzweig.  The Commission is authorized to accept or reject a medical opinion and is

authorized to determine its medical soundness and probative value.  Poulan Weed Eater

v. Marshall, 79 Ark. App. 129, 84 S.W.3d 878 (2002).  I credit these physicians on this

point.

Specifically, Rosenzweig opined that “The ongoing pain complaints to his lower back

is [sic] most likely an aggravation of his underlying preexisting condition by blow from a tree

limb.”  In Cooper v. Textron, 2005 AWCC 31, Claim No. F213354 (Full Commission
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Opinion filed February 14, 2005), the Commission addressed the standard when

examination medical opinions concerning causation:

Medical evidence is not ordinarily required to prove causation, i.e., a
connection between an injury and the claimant's employment, Wal-Mart v.
Van Wagner, 337 Ark. 443, 990 S.W.2d 522 (1999), but if a medical opinion
is offered on causation, the opinion must be stated within a reasonable
degree of medical certainty.  This medical opinion must do more than state
that the causal relationship between the work and the injury is a possibility.
Doctors' medical opinions need not be absolute.  The Supreme Court has
never required that a doctor be absolute in an opinion or that the magic
words "within a reasonable degree of medical certainty" even be used by the
doctor; rather, the Supreme Court has simply held that the medical opinion
be more than speculation; if the doctor renders an opinion about causation
with language that goes beyond possibilities and establishes that work was
the reasonable cause of the injury, this evidence should pass muster.  See,
Freeman v. Con-Agra Frozen Foods, 344 Ark. 296, 40 S.W.3d 760 (2001).
However, where the only evidence of a causal connection is a speculative
and indefinite medical opinion, it is insufficient to meet the claimant's burden
of proving causation.  Crudup v. Regal Ware, Inc., 341, Ark. 804, 20 S.W.3d
900 (2000); KII Construction Company v. Crabtree, 78 Ark. App. 222, 79
S.W.3d 414 (2002).

I credit Dr. Rosenzweig on this point, and find that Claimant’s current back problems are

causally related to his work-related injury.

In his contentions, Claimant has argued that “he is entitled to reasonable and

necessary medical treatment under AWCC R. 30, including recommendations from Dr.

Rosenzweig that include nerve blocks and radiofrequency treatment.”  However, that is not

a totally accurate characterization of Rosenzweig’s opinion.  As quoted above, on

December 2, 2011, the doctor wrote that “I would expect Mr. Ramer to have a favorable

response due to what appears to be a proper motivation to undergo medial branch blocks

followed by radiofrequency rhizotomy if indicated.”  (Emphasis added)  Rosenzweig

clearly was of the opinion that an evaluation had to be conducted to see if radiofrequency

was warranted:
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A bone scan revealed eccentric uptake at or about the L4 level that may be
a source of his ongoing pain complaints.  I would recommend based on
these findings an evaluation for use of radiofrequency to denervate the
innervation to this level to see if he can get by with nonsurgical management
for his ongoing pain efforts.

(Emphasis added)  I credit this.

As the Arkansas Court of Appeals has held, a claimant may be entitled to additional

treatment even after the healing period has ended, if said treatment is geared toward

management of the injury.  See Patchell v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 86 Ark. App. 230, 184

S.W.3d 31 (2004); Artex Hydrophonics, Inc. v. Pippin, 8 Ark. App. 200, 649 S.W.2d 845

(1983).  Such services can include those for the purpose of diagnosing the nature and

extent of the compensable injury; reducing or alleviating symptoms resulting from the

compensable injury; maintaining the level of healing achieved; or preventing further

deterioration of the damage produced by the compensable injury.  Jordan v. Tyson Foods,

Inc., 51 Ark. App. 100, 911 S.W.2d 593 (1995); Artex, supra.

After consideration of the credible evidence as outlined above, I find that Claimant

has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that he is entitled to additional treatment

in the forms of (1) medial branch nerve blocks and (2) evaluation as to whether he should

undergo radiofrequency.

In making this finding, I am aware that Dr. Rosenzweig expressed concern whether

Dr. Ackerman (or indeed, another physician) would accept Claimant for these additional

measures in light of his earlier discharge from treatment for using marijuana.  I am further

aware that despite Rosenzweig’s belief that Claimant was “remorseful,” the evidence

reflects that Claimant has resorted on other occasions than the one involving the 2011

marijuana use to “self-medicate.”  Moreover, there is nothing to indicate that Rosenzweig
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was aware of these other instances–particularly Claimant’s admitted purchase of Lortab

“off the street,” which he disclosed to Dr. Starnes in February 2012–after his last visit with

Rosenzweig–and admitted in the hearing.  But I cannot opine whether Claimant will be

accepted for additional treatment without resorting to speculation and conjecture–in which

I am not permitted to engage.  See Dena Construction Co. v. Herndon, 264 Ark. 791, 796,

575 S.W.2d 155 (1979).

B. Whether and when did Claimant reach the end of his healing period.

The healing period ends when the underlying condition causing the disability has

become stable and nothing further in the way of treatment will improve that condition.  Mad

Butcher, Inc. v. Parker, 4 Ark. App. 124, 628 S.W.2d 582 (1982).

When Dr. Ackerman last saw Claimant, on May 27, 2011, he opined that Claimant

“was still in the healing process.”  However, when Dr. Rosenzweig first evaluated Claimant

on September 13, 2011, he wrote:

With respect to an impairment rating, this claimant most likely is at MMI . . .
I would be happy to review the bone scan to reconcile his current pain
complaints.  Otherwise, he appears to be at MMI with the treatment to date.
This status can be modified with additional information.

In making this tentative opinion, Rosenzweig readily conceded that it could be modified

based on additional information being made available to him–particularly the results of the

bone scan.  Upon receipt of this information, the doctor wrote in his December 2, 2011

letter quoted above:

If he is a candidate for further treatment, then he may not be at MMI with
respect to response to further treatment . . . He is probably not at Maximum
Medical Improvement if he is a candidate for further treatment with respect
to the use of radiofrequency to try to denervate the painful joint.
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Thus, Dr. Rosenzweig modified his opinion to state that Claimant had reached the end of

his healing period if he did not undergo radiofrequency.  I credit this.

As I found supra, it has not yet been determined whether Claimant will undergo this

procedure.  I have found only that he is entitled to be evaluated as to whether he should

have radiofrequency.  For that reason, and in light of Rosenzweig’s opinion, which (again)

I credit, I cannot find, based on the evidence before me, whether Claimant has reached the

end of his healing period.  Consequently, this issue will be considered reserved.

C. Whether Claimant is entitled to additional temporary total disability benefits.

Claimant’s compensable back injury is unscheduled.  See Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-

521 (Repl. 2002).  An employee who suffers a compensable unscheduled injury is entitled

to temporary total disability compensation for that period within the healing period in which

he has suffered a total incapacity to earn wages.  Ark. State Hwy. & Transp. Dept. v.

Breshears, 272 Ark. 244, 613 S.W.2d 392 (1981).  Also, a claimant must demonstrate that

the disability lasted more than seven days.  Id. § 11-9-501(a)(1).  Claimant must prove his

entitlement to temporary total disability benefits by a preponderance of the evidence.  Ark.

Code Ann. § 11-9-705(a)(3) (Repl. 2002).  This standard means the evidence having

greater weight or convincing force.  Barre v. Hoffman, 2009 Ark. 373, 326 S.W.3d 415;

Smith v. Magnet Cove Barium Corp., 212 Ark. 491, 206 S.W.2d 442 (1947).

In light of my findings above and the reservation of this issue concerning whether

and when Claimant reached the end of his healing period, this issue, too will not be

addressed–but instead will be reserved.
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D. Whether Claimant is entitled to wage loss disability benefits.

Claimant has contended that as a result of his compensable back injury, he is

entitled to wage loss disability benefits.  Respondents have contended that they have paid

appropriate benefits in this matter.

Again, Claimant’s back injury is unscheduled.  Cf. Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-521 (Repl.

2002).  His entitlement to wage loss disability benefits is controlled by Ark. Code Ann. § 11-

9-522(b)(1) (Repl. 2002), which states:

In considering claims for permanent partial disability benefits in excess of the
employee’s percentage of permanent physical impairment, the Workers’
Compensation Commission may take into account, in addition to the
percentage of permanent physical impairment, such factors as the
employee’s age, education, work experience, and other matters reasonably
expected to affect his or her future earning capacity.

See Curry v. Franklin Elec., 32 Ark. App. 168, 798 S.W.2d 130 (1990).  Such “other

matters” include motivation, post-injury income, credibility, demeanor, and a multitude of

other factors.  Id.; Glass v. Edens, 233 Ark. 786, 346 S.W.2d 685 (1961).  As the Arkansas

Court of Appeals noted in Hixon v. Baptist Health, 2010 Ark. App. 413, 375 S.W.3d 690,

“there is no exact formula for determining wage loss . . . .”  Pursuant to § 11-9-522(b)(1),

when a claimant has been assigned an impairment rating to the body as a whole, the

Commission possesses the authority to increase the rating, and it can find a claimant

totally and permanently disabled based upon wage-loss factors.  Cross v. Crawford County

Memorial Hosp., 54 Ark. App. 130, 923 S.W.2d 886 (1996).

To be entitled to any wage-loss disability in excess of an impairment rating, the

claimant must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that he sustained permanent

physical impairment as a result of a compensable injury.  Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Connell,
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340 Ark. 475, 10 S.W.3d 727 (2000).  The wage loss factor is the extent to which a

compensable injury has affected the claimant’s ability to earn a livelihood.  Emerson Elec.

v. Gaston, 75 Ark. App. 232, 58 S.W.3d 848 (2001).  In considering factors that may

impact a claimant’s future earning capacity, the Commission considers her motivation to

return to work, because a lack of interest or a negative attitude impedes the assessment

of his loss of earning capacity.  Id.  The Commission may use its own superior knowledge

of industrial demands, limitations, and requirements in conjunction with the evidence to

determine wage-loss disability.  Oller v. Champion Parts Rebuilders, 5 Ark. App. 307, 635

S.W.2d 276 (1982).  Finally, Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(F)(ii) (Supp. 2011) provides:

(a) Permanent benefits shall be awarded only upon a determination that the
compensable injury was the major cause of the disability or impairment.

(b) If any compensable injury combines with a preexisting disease or
condition or the natural process of aging to cause or prolong disability or a
need for treatment, permanent benefits shall be payable for the resultant
condition only if the compensable injury is the major cause of the permanent
disability or need for treatment.

“Major cause” is more than fifty percent (50%) of the cause, and has to be established by

a preponderance fo the evidence.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(14) (Supp. 2011).

“Disability” is the “incapacity because of compensable injury to earn, in the same or any

other employment, the wages which the employee was receiving at the time of the

compensable injury.”  Id. § 11-9-102(8).

In light of my findings supra and the reservation of the issues concerning whether

and when Claimant reached the end of his healing period and whether he is entitled to

additional temporary total disability benefits, this issue, too will not be addressed but will

instead be reserved.
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E. Whether Claimant is entitled to a controverted attorney’s fee.

One of the purposes of the attorney's fee statute is to put the economic burden of

litigation on the party who makes litigation necessary.  Brass v. Weller, 23 Ark. App. 193,

745 S.W.2d 647 (1998).  I find that Respondents have controverted Claimant’s entitlement

to wage loss disability benefits over and above his impairment rating.  Claimant’s attorney

is thus entitled to a controverted attorney’s fee on all indemnity benefits awarded herein

to Claimant, pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715 (Repl. 2002).

In light of my findings set out above and the reservation of the issues concerning

Claimant’s entitlement to additional indemnity benefits, this shall also be reserved.

CONCLUSION AND AWARD

Respondents are directed to pay/furnish benefits in accordance with the findings of

fact and conclusions of law set forth above.  All accrued sums shall be paid in a lump sum

without discount, and this award shall earn interest at the legal rate until paid, pursuant to

Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-809 (Repl. 2002).  See Couch v. First State Bank of Newport, 49

Ark. App. 102, 898 S.W.2d 57 (1995).

IT IS SO ORDERED.

________________________________
Hon. O. Milton Fine II
Administrative Law Judge


